Physical Data
To provide a physical basis for evaluation and decision, calculated and experimental data for anthropomorphic phantoms and the ICRU sphere were reviewed.
The selection of operational quantities for radiological protection practice must be based on information pertinent to ICRP limits relating to both stochastic and nonstochastic effects. Therefore, data on the effective dose equivalent and several organ dose equivalents are presented in Appendix B together with detailed comments. A brief summary of Appendix B is given in this section. Explanations of concepts and definitions of quantities have been compiled for reference in Appendix A. In view of the wide variety of conditions that can occur in practice, the data are presented for several different geometries and energies of the radiation field. To cover the most commonly encountered types of radiation, Appendix B presents data for photons, neutrons, and electrons.
Most occupational exposure from external radiation sources is from photons within the energy range 0.01 to 10 Me V and detailed data are presented for the dose equivalents in the anthropomorphic phantom and in the ICRU sphere in this energy range.
In particular, for the ICRU sphere, three types of data-more fully defined in Appendix A-are presented for various radiation fields and for photons and neutrons.
(a) H(d), the dose equivalent at a depth, d, below a specified point on the surface of the ICRU sphere in a radiation field (specified-depth dose equivalent).2 (b) H*(d), the dose equivalent at depth din a sphere along a radius which opposes the direction of a uniform unidirectional radiation field. (c) H(d -d'), the average dose equivalent within the shells of the sphere between the depths d and d' (shell dose equivalent). 2 (These data were explored because the average dose equivalent has the property of being independent of the angular distribution of the radiation field.)
The dose equivalent to the organs of the body and the effective dose equivalent are presented in Appen-6 dix B, Figures B.3 to B.15, normalized to unit incident photon fluence. In addition, for photons, illustrative data are presented in Figure B .16 relating to the quantity exposure, which is still sometimes used in calibrating radiation protection instruments. In Figure B .17, the deep dose-equivalent index, normalized to freefield soft-tissue kerma for a unidirectional beam of photons, is plotted. Next, data on the ICRU sphere are presented, normalized in terms of particle fluence. Data on the unrestricted, deep and shallow dose equivalent indices are given first ( Figures B.18 to B.20) . This enables these quantities to be evaluated in terms of operational requirements and allows one to establish, on a numerical basis, the extent to which the use of the index as a secondary limit guarantees compliance with the primary limits of the ICRP. Further data based on the ICRU sphere are then presented in order to explore the potential of other quantities that may approximate or overestimate the quantities in which primary limits are expressed but which may have more desirable metrological properties than the index quantities (Figures B.21 to B.28) .
Similar data to those provided for photons are presented in Appendix B for neutrons from epithermal energies to 14 MeV (Figures B.29 to B.51) .
For electrons of energy 5 to 50 Me V, the range of energies typically employed in electron radiotherapy, some data are presented for both an anthropomorphic phantom and an ICRU sphere ( Figures B.52 to B.56) . Practical radiation protection is seldom if ever concerned with electrons of 5 to 50 MeV, although the bremsstrahlung produced by them may have to be considered.
In the case of beta-particles, several authors have calculated dose distributions for irradiation conditions of interest: for example, from point and planar sources (Cross, 1967; Cross et al., 1982) and for immersion in semi-infinite clouds of beta emitters (Berger, 197 4) . Skin doses resulting from radionuclides dispersed in air or water have been reported by Kocher (1980), and Kocher and Eckerman (1981) .
